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MONTHLY QUICK TIPS

from Mike Anderson and SCRS

SCRS (www.scrs.com) has teamed up with Mike Anderson of Collision Advice (www.collisionadvice.com) and Danny
Gredinberg with the Database Enhancement Gateway (DEG, www.degweb.org) to bring you a series of quick tips to help
you boost your business. Subscribe to their SCRS Collision YouTube channel to be notified as new videos are released,
and for more information about SCRS, or to join as a member, please visit www.scrs.com

SCRS Quick Tip: AC Leak Test
When are AC Leak Tests included, and not, and what are the processes we are really
talking about. Danny Gredinberg with the Database Enhancement Gateway (DEG)
talks through OEM the difference between performing diagnostic leak tests, and leak
detection tests at the service ports, after recharging the AC system. Each manufacturer
has different steps, and it’s important to know the tools, equipment and processes that
have been considered vs. those that have not.

SCRS Quick Tip: Sublet
The amount of work that repair facilities sublet today is increasing. Calibrations, scans,
alignments, glass and other operations are all contributing to more work being sublet
to an outside service provider. Mike and Danny talk through key points to consider in
the event of a sublet.
Even though someone else is performing the repair task, you could still be liable; so
it is important to still research and provide OEM repair information to your provider.
You will also want the sublet provider to provide their own documentation in how the
operation was performed. Lastly, it’s important to understand the financial aspects of
billing for the repair, and understanding the difference between gross profit, markup
and what is and is not included.
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SCRS Quick Tip: Destructive Test Welds
This video revisits a critically important topic of welder setup and performing
destructive weld tests. There are a lot of different welder manufacturers, and types of
welding machines, and it is important to follow the OEM and equipment manufacturer
processes for setting up and testing the welder before commencing repairs on a
consumer’s vehicle. The testing ensures the equipment settings and operation are
performing as intended. This is necessary with smart, or automatic welders, and MIG/
MAG welders.
For more information, SCRS has a worksheet on Destructive Weld Tests
https://scrs.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Destructive-Weld-Test-Worksheet.pdf
And SCRS video content on Welder Settings & Test Welds
STRSW
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qq8bkvxCBDY
MIG/MAG
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hSXHd-8nV7c

SCRS Quick Tips: Documenting Customer Communication
Front office processes such as consumer communications, conversations and
authorization for repair is an important part of the repair process documentation chain.
Sometimes what we communicate is in a conversation rather than in an electronic form
of communication that can be easily attached to a file. It’s important to ingrain in our
staff that if you did not document it in the management system, it did not happen.
Mike talks with Danny about strategies and methods for making sure conversations are
accounted. When we deliver the vehicle back, we want to be able to provide a log of
the communication, prepping the consumer for a positive response that we kept them
informed if and when they are asked in a CSI survey. And when delays occur – whether
from waiting on a reinspection or a delayed part – we want a record to establish with
the consumer what led to changes in repair timeframe and that we proactively kept
them informed along the way.
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